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============================================================== 
 
Abstract 
This paper attempts to analyze the common features of linguistic structure found in the 
languages of Bodo group of Northeast India. Properly this is a typological analysis which 
shows some similarities in word formation as a whole. Also Tibeto-Burman group of languages 
have formed a solid linguistic area throughout the states of Northeast India. This view point will 
also be picturised in this analysis. 
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Introduction: TB basic vocabulary is mostly monosyllabic in nature. It is articulated in a single 
beat of pulse. More than one monosyllabic word (that is free morpheme in nature) may be 
joined together as constituents to form a compound word. This agglutinating characteristic is a 
normal phenomenon in the structure of TB word. An inflectional or derivational word may be 
formed by adding prefix or suffix(es). Suffixes may be added one after another in a chain 
system to denote different extended meaning(s). These are the common salient features as 
occurred in word formation among the languages of Bodo group. 
 
Formation of Kinship terminology: Boro kinship terminology is generally formed by two 
morphological segments. One is personal pronoun and the other one is a noun. This is a 
bound base in morphological nature. E.g: bi-pha>bipha (his/her father), bi-ma>bima (his/her 
mother), bi-da>bida (his/her brother), bimai>bimai (his/her maternal uncle), bi-
haɔ>bihaɔ(his/her father in-low), bi-khunzɰ>bikhunzɰ (his/her mother in-law),  
bi-bazɰi>bibazɰi (his/her sister in-low), 
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bi-naη>binaη>bibnaη (brother or sister of one’s wife) etc. Here the first syllable 

/bi/ (he/she) is a third personal pronoun and the second syllable is noun. When 

the first personal pronoun is added before these nouns, it transforms the words as 

like as- aη-pha>apha (my father), aη-da>ada (my brother), aη-mai>amai (my 

uncle), aη-gɰi>agɰi(in case of unknown sister),aη-naɔ>anaɔ (in case of relative 

sister), aη-ma>ama (my mother/ ai)1. Likewise the second personal pronoun 

/nɰη/ (you) is compounded with nouns to form different kinship terminology; 

e.g: nɰη-pha>nɰηpha(your father),nɰη-ma>nɰηma>nɰma(your mother), 

nɰη-da>nɰηda(your elder brother),nɰη-phoη>nɰηphoη(your younger 

brother),nɰη-haɔ>nɰηhaɔ(your father in-law),nɰη-ni-naɔ>nɰηnanaɔ(your 

sister), nɰη-khun-zɰ>nɰηkhunzɰ(your mother in-law),nɰη-

bazɰi>nɰηbazɰi/nɰmbazɰi and so on.  Now it is seen that most of the kinship 

terminologies prevalent in Boro language is made up of two morphological 

components, which has independent meaning of its own. 

Garo kinship terminology is also made up of two morphological components. 

They have retained a common process that comparable with other cognate 

languages. For example : aηa-pha>apha (my father), aηa-ma>ama(my mother), 

aηa-da>ada (my elder brother), aηa-nɔ>anɔ (my younger sister) etc. In these 

terminologies the first component is first personal pronoun and the second 

component is noun; but bound base in morphological nature. The above kinship 

terminologies denote terms of addresses. Terms of references may be constituted 

with the addition of second (na˙a- you) and third (bia-he/she) personal pronouns 

to the specific morphological components having bound base of noun category. 

For instances: na˙a-pha>naη˙pha (your father), na˙a-ma>naη˙ma (your mother), 

                                                             

1 “ama” is not used by the Boro native speakers. Generally they use the term “ai” to denote the 
meaning of mother. But the Garos have the use of term “ama” in case of mother.   
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na˙a-da>naη˙da (your brother), na˙a-nɔ>naη˙nɔ (your elder sister), bi-pha >bipha 

(his/her father), bia-ma>bima (his/ her mother), bia-da>bida (his/her brother), 

bia.nɔ>binɔ (his/her younger sister) etc. 

Dimasa kinship terminology is also similar to other cognate languages. Terms 

of addresses are composed by adding first personal pronouns and the terms of 

references also are compounded with the addition of second and third personal 

pronouns. The process is mostly comparable to other Boro-Garo group of 

languages of the North-east India. In Dimasa, first personal pronoun is added 

with the particular morphological component to form kinship terminology of 

terms of address category. Example: aη-pha>apha (my father/father), aη-ma>ama 

(my mother)2, aη-bi>abi (my elder sister), aη-gim>agim (my brother in-law), aη-

zu>azu (my grandfather), aη-dai>adai (my grandmother). To build up kinship 

terminologies under the category of terms of references, second and third 

personal pronouns are added before the particular kind of meaningful segments. 

Examples: nuη-pha>nuηpha/niηpha (your father), nuη-bi>nuηbi/niηbi (your elder 

sister), nuη-da>nuηda/niηda (your elder brother), bu-pha>bupha (his/her father), 

bu-ma>buma (his/her mother), bu-suma>busuma (his/her mother in-law), bɔ-

haɔ>bɔhaɔ/bahaɔ(his/her father in-law),bɔ-da>bɔda/bada (his/her brother),bɔ-

phluη>bɔphluη/buphluη (his/her younger brother), bɔ-gimi>bɔgimi/bigimi 

(his/her brother in-law), bɔ-bi>bɔbi/bibi (his/her elder sister), bɔ-zu>bɔzu/buzu 

(his/her grandfather), bɔ-dai>bɔdai/badai (grandmother) and so on.  

Kinship terminology used by the native speakers of the Borok language is 

comparable to the structure of kinship terminology as prevailing in the languages 

of Boro, Garo and Dimasa. In case of first person, the formation of kinship 
                                                             

2 In some regions /ama/ and /apha/ are replaced by two separate terminologies. These are: /amai /-
(mother) and /abai /-(father).  
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terminology is composed of two morphological components. One is first personal 

pronoun and the second segment is a bound base having identity of noun class. 

Likewise in the second and the third person, the structure of terminology is also 

similar as a whole. For examples: aη (I)-ma (mother)>ama (my mother), aη-pha 

(father)>apha (my father), aη-bachɰi(sister in-law)>aηbachɰi (my sister in-law), 

aη-chu (grandfather)>achu (my grandfather), aη-chɰi (grandmother)>achɰi (my 

grandmother), nɰη (you)-ta(brother)>nɰta (your elder brother), nɰη-

pha>nɰpha (your father), nη-ma>nɰma (your mother), nɰη-hanɔk(elder 

sister)>nahanɔk (your elder sister), nɰη-kumui(brother in-law)>nukumui (your 

brother in-law), nɰη-hamzɰk (daughter in-law>nahamzɰk (your daughter in-

law), bi(he/she)-ma>bima (his/her mother), bi-pha>bipha (his/her father), bi-

hanɔk (younger sister)>bahanɔk (his/her younger sister), bi-hamzɰk (daughter 

in-law)>bahamzɰk (his/her daughter in-law), bi-ta(elder brother)>bata (his/her 

elder brother). 

Formation of Rabha kinship terminology is something different in comparison 

to other cognate languages. In case of terms of references, personal pronoun is 

not compounded with the kinship term. In lieu of this, a kind of morphological 

component i.e. bound morpheme {-bra}is added to signify different type of 

kinship terminologies. It proceeds or follows the terms of address. For examples: 

dada is used to represent the meaning of elder brother. In case of reference, the 

morphological component “bra” is added with this term; e.g. dada-bra>dadabra 

(one’s elder brother). Thus a few terminologies are mentionable in this regard: 

bibi (elder brother)-bra>bibra (one’s elder brother), mama (maternal uncle)-

bra>mamabra (one’s maternal uncle), phɔzɔη (younger brother)-bra>phɔzɔηbra 

(one’s younger brother), mɔmɔ (younger sister)-bra>mɔmɔbra (one’s younger 

sister), gimi (brother in-law)-bra>gimibra (one’s brother in-law), baba (father)-
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bra> bababra (one’s father), zuzu (grandfather)-bra>zuzubra (one’s grandfather), 

budi/bidi (grandmother)-bra>budibra (one’s grandmother), buzi (elder sister in-

law)-bra>buzibra (one’s elder sister in-law).  

Structure of words related to body parts: In Bodo group of languages, words 

related to body parts of human being, animals, creatures and insects, fruits and 

trees ect. are usually belong to noun class of words. These are formed by adding 

affixes with the free morpheme or bound base. In Boro, words of body parts are 

formed by two morphological units. In case of hand and leg, the phonemic prefix 

{a-} is added with a morphological unit i.e bound base. For instance: {a-

khai}>akhái (hand), {a-thiη}>athíη (leg), {a-si}>así (finger), {a-pha}>aphá (palm 

of hand or leg), {a-dɰi}>adɰi (calf of leg), {a-gan}>agán (foot step) etc. In case 

of eye, the consonantal phonemic prefix {m-} is connected with particular bound 

bases, e.g: {mɔ-gɔn}>mɔngɔn>mengɔ ́n (eye), mɔ-sugur>musugúr (eyebrow) 

etc. Thus, words related to head and its constituent parts are {khɔ-rɔ}>khɔrɔ 

(head), {khɔ-ga}>khɔga>khugá (mouth), {khɔ-raη}>khɔraη>khuráη (voice, news), 

{khɔ-nai>khɔnai> khanai (hair), {khɔ-ma}>khɔma>khama/khɰma (ear) etc. Words 

connected with stomach are: {u-dɰi}>udɰi (stomach), {u-thu-mai}>uthúmái 

(navel) etc. Breast and its inter-related words are also of two parts, e.g: {bi-

kha}>bikha (liver), {bi-bu}>bibu (intestine), {bi-khlɰ}>bikhlɰ (gall), {bi-

thɰi}>bithɰi (thick blood) etc.  

Dimasa structure is also akin to that of Boro structure.  The word of body part is 

composed of two morphological units. For examples, {yaɔ-pha}>yaɔpha (the 

palm of the of hand), {yaɔ-gada}>yaɔgada (right hand), {yaɔ-si}>yaɔsi (finger), 

{yaɔ-si-ma}>yaɔsima (the thumb), {yaɔ-si-tam}>yaɔstam (a ring), {yaɔ-si-

gur}>yaɔsugur (the finger nail), {yaɔ-si-gu}>yaɔsugu {the knee}, {yaɔ-pha-
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khɔr}>yaɔphakhɔr (the hollow of the foot-palm) and so on. Here /yaɔ/ is mono-

syllabic word means ‘hand’. Dimasa word /khamaɔ/ is used for ‘ear’ while 

/khɰma/ is also used for ‘ear’ in Boro. Thus /guη/ is used for ‘nose’ in Dimasa. It 

is similar to Boro word /gɔnthɔη/. In case of eye, the mono-syllabic word /mu/ is 

used while Boro use /megɔn/. In Dimasa, in case of other constituent and related 

parts of eye, the compounded structure are like as-{mu-gur}>mugur (eyelids), 

{mu-sraη}>musraη (eye brow), {mu-khaη}>mukhaη (face) etc. Here all of the 

structures are composed of two mono-syllabic free morphemes having a meaning 

of its. Stomach related word is {bu-bu}>bubu (intestine). /khabaɔ/ is a 

compounded word having two mono-syllabic segments. Here “kha” is a proto TB 

root means ‘heart’. It has been originated in Boro and other cognate languages. 

For example: Br. {bi-kha}>bikha, D. {kha-baɔ}>khabaɔ, Kb. {bɰ-kha}>bɰkha, 

Rb. {pi-kha}>pikha, G.{bi-kha}>bikha.  

Rabha structure is also similar to other cognate languages. Here “nuken”/ 

/muken/ denotes meaning of ‘eye’ and /nu-khaη/ ~/mu-khaη/ is composed of two 

morphological segments. It means ‘face’ while /nu-ken~mu-ken/ has also the 

same structure. Hand and its constituent body parts are usually composed of two 

morphological segments i.e /tasi/ means hand. {tasi-khu}>tasikhu (finger of 

hand),{tasi-tala}>tasitala (palm of the hand), {ta-theη}>tatheη (leg).  

Kokborok structure is also same in comparison to other cognate languages. 

Examples: yak (hand), {yak-ra}> yakra (right hand), {yak-si}>yaksi (left hand), 

{yak-sku}>yaksku (elbow), {yak-pha}>yakpha (palm of hand}, {yak-pai}>yakpai 

(foot mark), {yak-si}>yasi (finger), {yak-uη}>yakuη (leg). Here the cited words 

are composed of two different segments. Thus {bɰ-slai}>bɰslai (tongue), {bɰ-

kha}>bɰkha (liver), {bu-kuη}>bukuη (nose), {bu-khuk}>bukhuk (mouth), {mɰ-
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khaη}>mɰkhaη (face) etc. are words of common structure. In these words, the 

first segment is a prefix and the second one is a root word.  

Garo structure of body parts is mostly similar to other cognate languages. 

Words of body parts are composed two morphological segments. In some 

structure, the first segment represents as prefix or sometimes it has a meaning of 

its own. It may be clearly intelligible while it is agglutinated with other segments. 

Some examples may be shown: {bi-}: {bi-kha}>bikha (heart/ liver), {bi-

bɰk}>bibɰk (intestine), {bi-gɰl}>bigɰl (skin). Here {bi-} is suffixed as 

prefix. But in some cases, agglutinated morphological segments represent as 

bound base or free morpheme. Here are some structures as example-{mɰk-

khaη}>mɰkkhaη (face),{mɰk-rɔn}>mɰkrɔn (eye), {mɰk-ksi}>mɰksi (tear), 

{mɰk-khi}>mɰkkhi (eye-excreta), {giη-thiη}>giηthiη (nose), {guη-re}>guηre 

(mucus), {giη-khi}>giηkhi (dried mucus in the nostril) etc. Thus {zak} means 

hand. If another morphological segment is added with this segment, it derives a 

new structure of word having a new meaning. For example: zak-si>zaksi (finger), 

zak-si-ma>zak-si-ma (thumb finger), zak-asi>zakasi (left hand), zak-

skhɰl>zakskhɰl (nail). On the other hand, some words of body parts are 

articulated in a single beat of pulse i.e mono-syllabic in structure. May be 

mentioned some words- sre (tongue), skhu (head), khni(hair), greη (bone), khi  

(stool) etc.  

Structure of noun words related to birds, animals and insects: The structure 

of words used for denoting birds, animals and other insects are composed of two 

different morphological segments. In all the cognates, words related to different 

kinds of birds have two segments. In Boro, {dau} means bird/chicken; it is a free 

morpheme and mono-syllabic in nature. To denote different kinds of birds, 

another morphological segment is added with the word {dau}. For example: 

{dau-sri}>dausri (martin), {dau-kha}> daukha (crow), {dau-bɔ}>daubɔ (a kind of 
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heron), {dau-thu}>dauthu (dove), {dau-gaη}>daugaη (feather of bird), {dau-

sa}>dausa (small bird/chicken), {dau-rai}>daurai (peacock), {dau-dɰi}>daudɰi 

(egg), {dau-zɰ}>dauzɰ (hen), {dau-ma}>dauma (bird of bigger species), {dau-

zɰla}>dauzla/daula (male bird) etc.  

Thus Rabha has also the same structure. Example:{tɔ} means bird/chicken. To 

denote different kinds of bird, the word is used before it. Example: {tɔ-

kha}>tɔkha (crow), {tɔ-khur)>tɔkhur>tukhur (dove),{tɔ-raη}>tɔraη (bat), {tɔk-

bau}>tɔkbau (owl),{tɔ-basar}>tɔbasar(wild bird),{tɔ-seη}>tɔseη (egg) etc. But 

some words denoting names of birds do not follow this system though basic 

system is similar with other cognate languages.  

Garo words of birds are also similar in structure. {dɔ˙ɔ} means bird in Garo. To 

denote different names of bird, another segment is added with it, e.g: {dɔ˙-

bak}>dɔ˙bak (bat), {dɔ˙-kha}>dɔ˙kha (crow), {dɔ˙de}>dɔ˙de (peacock), 

(dɔ˙khru)>dɔ˙khru (dove), {dɔ˙-mesal}>dɔ˙mesal (wild bird), {dɔ˙-phɔ}>dɔ˙phɔ 

(owl) etc.    

Dimasa structure is comparable to other cognates.  The word /dau/ is used for 

bird, {dau-rakhal}>daurakhal represents bat, {dau-kha}>daukha stands for crow, 

{dau-di}>daudi is used for egg, {dau-bɔηa}>daubɔηa for heron etc.  

Kokborok structure is also similar to other cognate languages. In Kokborok, 

{tɔk} represents bird. To denote different kinds of birds, some specific 

morphological units are added with this word. Example:  {tɔ-kha}>tɔkha (crow), 

tɔ-bak>tɔbak (bat), {tɔk- thu}>tɔk-thu (dove), {tɔk-ling}>tɔkliη (kite), {tɔk-
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ma}>tɔkma (hen), {tɔk-sa}>tɔksa (chicken), {tɔk-la}>tɔkla (cock), {tɔk- 

tɰi}>tɔktɰi (egg of bird), {tɔk-huk}>tɔkhuk (owl) etc.  

The words denoting name of some animals are composed of two segments. In 

Boro, such type of composition is occurred frequently, e.g: {mɰ-sa}>mɰsa 

(tiger), {mɰ-sɰu}>mɰsɰu (cow), {mɰ-khra}>mɰkhra (monkey), {mu-

phur}>muphur (bear), {mɰi-sɰ}>mɰisɰ (buffalo), {man-dab}> mandab 

(squirrel), {mɰ-phɰu}>mɰphɰu,(mɰ-srɰm}>mɰsrɰm (ant), {mɰ-

dɰi}>mɰdɰi (porcupine/ a kind of animal having thorn in its body).   

In Kokborok language, {mu-suk}>musuk (cow), {mɰ-khra}>mɰkhra 

(monkey),{mɰ-sa}>mɰsa (tiger), {mu-sui}>musui (deer), {man-dar}> mandar 

(squirrel), {mi-sip}>misip (buffalo),  etc. are used in case of different 

animals.Here {m-} may be a prefix having phonemic representation.  

Dimasa words of referring animals are also similar to other cognates.   For 

examples: {mu-su}>musu (cow), {mi-iuη}>miuη (elephant), {mi-sai}>misai 

(deer), {mi-si}>misi (tiger) etc.  

In Rabha, the structure of words relating to animals has a prefix. Example: {ma-

su}>masu (cow), {mi-si}>misi (buffalo), {ma-sa}>masa (tiger), {ma-da}>mada 

(bear), {ma-kra}>makra (monkey), {ma-sɔk}>masɔk (deer), {ma-tha}>matha 

(iguana), {ma-ba}>maba (horse) etc.  

Garo structure is also akin to that of other cognates. The initial syllable begins 

with consonantal phonemic prefix {m-}. Example: {mat-chu}>matchu (cow), 

{mat-ma}>matma (buffalo), {mat-cha}>matcha (tiger), {mat-chɔk}>matchɔk 

(deer), {ma-khre}>makhre (monkey), {math-ram}>mathram (an otter), {meη-

kɔ}>meηkɔ (cat), {makh-bɰl}>makhbɰl (bear) etc.  
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In case of names of some small insects have similarities in structure. The 

consonantal phonemic prefix is added in case of the name of ants i.e Br. {mɰ-

srɰm}>mɰsrɰm (ant),G.{mɰ-srɰm}>mɰsrɰm (ant), Kb.{mi-

srum}>misurum (ant). But on the other hand, Rabha and Dimasa do not have this 

kind of structure, e.g. Rb.{kaη-ku}>kaηku (ant), D.{kai-siη}> kaisiη (ant). There 

is also affinity in structure of word denoting fish and something like words, e.g. 

Br. {na}-fish, G.{na˙thɔk)-fish, Rb. {na}-fish, D.{na}-fish, Kb. {a}-fish.  

Structure of some adjectives: In cognate languages of the Bodo group, 

sometimes adjectives are formed by prefixing to the verb root. More or less, there 

is a common system among the languages. For examples,  

Boro: {gɰ-zá}>gɰzá (red), {gɰ-zam}>gɰzam (old), {gɰ-sɰm}> gɰsɰm 

(black), {gɰ-thaη}>gɰthaη (green), {gu-phúr}>guphúr (white), {gu-sú}>gusú 

(cold), {gu-dúη}>gudúη (hot), {gu-rúi}>gurúi (soft), {gu-búη}>gubúη (thick), 

{gu-phúη}>guphúη (stout/ fleshy),{gɰ-khá}>gɰkhá (bitter), {gɰ-dɰi}>gɰdɰi 

(sweet),{gɰ-khɰi}>gɰkhɰi(sour), {gɰ-báη}>gɰbáη (large/ more), {gi-

der}>geder (big), {gi-lir}>gilir (heavy), {ge-phe}>gephe (about to be liquid), {ge-

séη}>geséη (thin), {ge-béη}>gebéη ( simple, straight), {ge-seb}>geseb (narrow), 

{ge-seu}>geseu (decayed), {ge-zer}>gezer (middle), {ge-zén}>gezén (defeated) 

etc.   

Garo: {gɰt-chak}>gɰtchak (red), {gi-sɰm}>gisɰm, (black), {gi-pok}>gipok 

(white), {gɰt-sam}>gɰtsam (old), {gɰt-thaη}>gɰt-thaη (unripe), {gɰt-

al}>gɰtal (new) etc. 

Dimasa: Dimasa structure has two fold systems. To form the adjective, prefix is 

added to the verb intransitive and on the other hand suffix is added to the verb 

root. Example: {ga-kha}>gakha (bitter), {gi-di}>gidi (sweet), {gu-thu}>guthu 
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(deep), {ga-zaɔ}>gazaɔ (red), {ga-khraη}>gakhraη (green), {gi-khri}>gikhri 

(sour), {gu-bum}>gubum (thick), {ga-thaη}>gathaη (unripe), {ga-naη}>ganaη 

(wealthy}, {gu-sum}>gusum (black), {gur-mu}>gurmu (yellow), {ga-

baη}>gabaη (many, more), {gu-mun}>gumun (ripe), {ge-sep}>gesep (narrow), 

{ga-saɔ}>gasaɔ (decayed), {ga-zam}> gazam (old), {ga-bai}>gabai (broken), 

{ga-laɔ}>galaɔ( long), {gu-phu}>guphu(white) etc.  Sometimes adjective is 

formed by suffixing bound morphemes {-bi/-ba} with the verb root e.g. ham-

bi>hambi (good), lai-ba>laiba (easy), suη-ba>suηba (short), ham-bi>hambi 

(well), gede-ba>gedeba (big/ large) etc.   

Rabha: Rabha formation is to some extent different in comparison to other 

cognates. Of course correspondences may be found with Dimasa. For example: 

adjective may be formed by adding suffix {-kai} to the verb or verb intransitive; 

e.g.{sara-kai}>sarkai (bright), {boka-kai}>bokkai (white), {saka-kai}>sakkai 

(red), {aka-kai}>akkai (black), {nema-kai}>nemkai (good) {chuηca-kai}>huηkai 

(big), {rɔa-kai}>rɔkai (long), {khaa-kai}>khakai (bitter), {chua-kai}>chukai 

(high), {khia-kai}>khikai (sour), {sɰma-kai}>sɰmkai (sweet), {preηa-

kai}>preηkai (straight), {ria-kai}> rikai (heavy), {tunη-kai}>tuηkai (warm/hot), 

{paηa-kai}>paηkai (many/much), {raka-kai}>rakkai (hard), {raia-kai}>raikai 

(soft), {zana-kai}>zankai (far), {thɔa-kai}>thɔkai (tasty) etc. In some cases, the 

prefix {pi-} is used to the verb intransitive; e.g. {pi-dan}>pidan (new).  

Kokborok: Formation of adjective is a derivative process in this language. 

Different kinds of prefixes are added to the verb intransitive or sometimes to the 

verb. For example:{ka-sam}>kasam(black),{ka-han}>kahan (fresh), {ka-

ham}>kaham(well/good),{ku-mun}>kumun(ripe),{ka-lak}>kalak(long),{ka-

sak}>kasak(rotten),{ku-phur}>kuphur(white),{ku-thuk}>kuthuk(deep),{ku-

uar}>kuar(broad),{kɰ-chak}>kɰchak(red), {kɰ-kha}>kɰkha(bitter),{kɰ-
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thaη}>kɰthaη(living/alive),{kɰ-tɰi}> kɰtɰi(sweet),{kɰ-

baη}>kɰbaη(much/more/many),{kɰ-thar}> kɰthar(sacred/holy),{kɰ-

cham}>kɰcham(old/ancient),{kɰ-khɰi}> kɰkhɰi(sour),{ku-

buk}>kubuk(sharp),{ku-phuη}>kuphuη   (healthy/fleshy),{kɰ-

ran}>kɰran(dry),{kɰrak}>kɰrak(hard),{kɰ-rɰη}>kɰrɰη(wise), {ke-

pher}>kepher(flat), {ke-ram}>keram/karam (weak/lean), {ke-seη}>keseη(thin), 

{ke-ler}>keler(slow), {ke-sep}>kesep (narrow) etc. Here the first segment is the 

prefix and the second segment is a verb intransitive. To form an adjective, the 

suffix {-zak} is added to the verb root. Example: vr. rug (boil)-{-zak}>rugzak 

(which one is already boiled), vr. nug-{-zak}>nugzak (seen) etc. 

 Formation of compound noun: Generally, in cognate languages of the Boro, 

compound noun is formed by addition of two noun class of words or sometimes 

noun class of bound bases. This process may be called compoundization; because 

more than one noun class of words should be agglutinated while it is formed.  

In Boro, this is an usual process which is used to form a compound noun; e.g. 

megɔn (eye)+khi (stool)>mikhi>mɰikhi (eye-excreta), megɔn (eye)+dɰi 

(water)>mɰdɰi (tear), dau (bird)+gaη (feather)>daugaη (feather of bird), dau 

(bird)+zɰla (cock)>daula (cock), khuga (mouth)+dɰi (water)>khudɰi (saliva), 

nɔ (house)+ma (mother/ big)>nɔma (main house of a family), thai (fruit)+zɰu 

(high)>thaizɰu (mango), thai(fruit)+kha (a kind of a particular fruit)>thaikha ( a 

kind of fruit), thai (fruit) + lir (heavy)>thalir (banana) etc. Sometimes, a 

compound noun is formed with the combination of two words where a noun is 

combined with a verb, e.g. ha (earth, soil)+sib (sweep)>hasib (broom), dau 

(cock)+dɰi (lay egg) etc. Besides this, verb + noun structure is also used to 

form a noun class of word, e.g. gɰlɰm (to sweat)+dɰi (water)>gɰlɰmdɰi 
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(sweat), hasu (to pass urine)+dɰi (water)>hasudɰi (urine), muzu (to spit)+dɰi 

(water)>muzudɰi (spit) etc.   

In Rabha and other cognates, the same structure is required to be adopted in a 

compoundization of noun class of word, e.g. Rabha: tɔ (bird)+maba 

(male)>tɔmaba (cock), tɔ (bird)+mazu (female/ he bird)>tɔmazu (hen/ she bird) 

etc. Some nouns are formed by oblique process while nouns are agglutinated 

together. For example: nuken (eye)+chika (water)>nukchi (tear), nuken (eye)+zi 

(stool)>nukzi (eye-excreta), bar (fire)+dam (place)> bardam (fire place), nɔk 

(house)+dam (place)>nɔkdam (plot of land where house is constructed), mai 

(paddy)+zam (granary)>maizam (granary), mai (paddy)+dɔp (bundle)>maidɔp 

(bundle of paddy) etc.  

Dimasa has also the same structure. For example: mai (paddy)+khɔ (a place for 

preservation)>maikhɔ (granary), mai (paddy)+phaη (plant)> maiphaη (paddy 

plant), thai (fruit)+lu (necklace)>thailu (banana), mai (rice/paddy)+di 

(water)>maidi (rice starch), mu (eye)+gur (skin)>mugur (eye lids) etc. 

Sometimes noun class of words are formed with the combination of verb and 

noun; e.g. gulum (to sweat)+di (water)>gulumdi (sweat), reb (to write)+thai 

(fruit/result)>rebthai (writing) etc. Noun + verb >structure has also been used in 

Dimasa; e.g. nɔ (house)+sib (to sweep)> nɔsib (broom) etc.  

In Kokborok, compound nouns are also formed by the similar process. For 

example: ha (soil, earth)+chɰk (to be high)>hachɰk (hill or high land), ha (soil, 

earth)+khɔr (hole)>hakhɔr (hole), nɔk (house)+thai (place)>nɔkthai (residence), 

mai (rice)+tɰi (water)>maitɰi (rice gruel), tɔk (bird)+tui (lay egg)>tɔktui (egg) 

etc.  
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Garo structure is also similar to other cognates, e.g. nɔ (house)+ma ( mother/ 

big)>nɔma (the main house), nɔ (house)+sa (child/ small)>nɔsa (small house), 

dɰi (water)+ma (mother/ big)>dɰima (the great river / big river), mɰkrɔn (eye) 

+khi (stool)>mɰkkhi (eye excreta), mɰkrɔn (eye)+chi (water)>mɰkchi (tear) 

etc. 

Conclusion: The study of cognate languages of the Bodo group is very 

interesting. The present study reveals a wide range of linguistic similarities in 

vocabulary and its structural features. Here analysis has been done from a 

structural point of view. Required materials for the study have been gathered 

from various sources. Some of them are primary sources where informants are 

active bearer in the respective fields. Secondary data have also been collected 

from published and any kinds of printing documents. Now the analysis may be 

summarized as follows:  

1. In all cognate languages, structurally the basic vocabulary is monosyllabic 

in nature and more than two monosyllabic segments are agglutinated 

together to form a word having different meaning and class.  

2. Compound nouns are made of with the compoundization of more than 

two nouns or sometimes verb+noun or noun+verb combination. 

3. Prefixation and suffixation is required to form a word of different 

meanings.     

4. In most of the cognates, kinship terminologies are formed with the 

addition of personal pronoun+noun class of bound base. It is formed by 

the system of contraction. In Boro, e.g. aη-da>ada (my brother), aη-

mai>amai (my uncle), aη-gɰi>agɰi (in case of unknown sister), aη-

naɔ>anaɔ (in case of relative sister) etc. Likewise in Garo; e.g. aηa-
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pha>apha (my father), aηa-ma>ama (my mother), aηa-da>ada (my elder 

brother) etc. Dimasa and Kokborok structure follows the similar system. 

But, Rabha structure is something different in comparison to other 

cognate languages. In case of terms of references, personal pronoun is not 

compounded with the kinship term. In lieu of this, a kind of 

morphological component i.e. bound morpheme “bra” is added to signify 

different type of kinship terminologies. It proceeds or follows the terms of 

address; e.g. dada is used to represent the meaning of elder brother. In 

case of reference, the morphological component bra is added with this 

term; e.g. dada-bra>dadabra (one’s elder brother). Thus a few 

terminologies are mentionable in this regard: bibi (elder brother)-

bra>bibra (one’s elder brother), mama (maternal uncle)-bra>mamabra 

(one’s maternal uncle), phɔzɔη (younger brother)-bra>phɔzɔηbra (one’s 

younger brother), mɔmɔ (younger sister)-bra>mɔmɔbra (one’s younger 

sister) etc.   

5. Usually in all cognates, adjectives are derived from verb root with the 

addition of prefixes. Examples may be cited from Boro: {gu-

phúr}>guphúr (white), {gu-sú}>gusú (cold), {gu-dúη}>gudúη (hot), {gu-

rúi}>gurúi (soft), {gu-búη}>gubúη (thick), {gu-phúη}>guphúη (stout/ 

fleshy),{gɰ-khá}>gɰkhá (bitter), {gɰ-dɰi}>gɰdɰi (sweet),{gɰ-

khɰi}>gɰkhɰi (sour), {gɰ-báη}>gɰbáη (large/ more), {gi-der}>geder 

(big), {gi-lir}>gilir (heavy), {ge-phe}>gephe (about to be liquid), {ge-

séη}>geséη (thin), {ge-béη}>gebéη (simple, straight), {ge-seb}>geseb 

(narrow), {ge-seu}>geseu (decayed) etc. Sometimes adjectives are also 

made by suffixation, e.g. in Boro, Vb. phur-geu>phurgeu (faded), Vb. za-

raη >zaraη (reddish) etc. Suffixation of the morphological segment after 

the verb root is a nominal class of bound base. This system is similar to 
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Garo; e.g. {gi-pɔk}>gipɔk (white), {gɰt-sam}>gɰtsam (old), {gɰt-

thaη}>gɰt-thaη (unripe), {gɰt-al}>gɰtal (new) etc. Dimasa system is 

also similar; e.g. {ge-sep}>gesep (narrow), {ga-saɔ}>gasaɔ (decayed), 

{ga-zam}>gazam (old), {ga-bai}>gabai (broken). Also, affinities are 

found in case of Rabha and Kokborok languages.               

Abbreviations: 

Br. –Boro 

G.-Garo 

D.-Dimasa 

Kb.-Kokborok 

Rb.-Rabha 

Vb.-Verb 
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